Valuing Science with 5-fold cross-validation RMSE is conducted, for comparing the performances of the Choquet integral regression model with respect to six measures, Pmeasure, λ-measure, L-measure, extensional L-measure, completed L-measure and extensional completed L-measure based on this new density and the old fuzzy support fuzzy density function, R-density, respectively, and two traditional regression model, multiple regression model and ridge regression model, the results show that the Choquet integral regression model with respect to each given fuzzy measure based on the new fuzzy density function is better than which based on the old fuzzy density function, and among all of the regression models, Choquet integral with respect to extensional completed L-measure based on N-density has the best performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
When interactions among independent variables exist in forecasting problems, the performances of the multiple linear regression models and ridge regression models [1] are not good enough. For improving this situation, G. Choquet proposed his fuzzy integral, called Choquet integral, in 1953 [2] , M. Sugeno rediscovered the concepts of fuzzy integral and fuzzy measure and also proposed his λ-measure in 1974 [3] , L. A. Zadeh's simple sub-additive fuzzy measure with closed form, P-measure, was proposed in 1978 [4] , the author, H.-C. Liu, proved that the P-measure is the smallest fuzzy measure and proposed the largest fuzzy measure, B-measure in 2009 [10] .
All of above measures and traditional additive measure [5] are univalent fuzzy measure with only one formulaic fuzzy measure solution, the author, H.-C. Liu, proposed a multivalent fuzzy measures with infinitely many fuzzy measure solutions, called L-measure [7] [8] , Due to Lmeasure does not contain λ-measure, and then, an extensional fuzzy measure of L-measure containing λ-measure, called extensional L-measure, was proposed by the author H.-C. Liu in 2009 [9] .
However, both L-measure and extensional L-measure do not attain to B-measure, and then two new multivalent fuzzy measures, called completed L-measure [10] , and extensional completed L-measure [11] , were also proposed by our next previous work [10, 11] . It is showed that the interactions problem can be improved by using Choquet integral regression models with λ-measure and above multivalent fuzzy measures [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
As we known, the performance of Choquet integral is predominated by its fuzzy measure, and the performance of each of fuzzy measure is predominated by its fuzzy density function. In other words, how to find a better fuzzy density function is the most importance issue in Choquet integral regression model problem.
In this paper, a new fuzzy density function, called Ndensity is considered, we will show that each of the performance of the Choquet integral regression model with respect to six measures, P-measure, λ-measure, Lmeasure, extensional L-measure, completed L-measure and extensional completed L-measure based on this new density is better than which based on the old fuzzy support fuzzy density function, R-density, respectively.
II. FUZZY MEASURES
For improving the above mentioned problem of interaction. G. Choquet proposed his fuzzy integral, called Choquet integral, in 1953 [2] , But before calculating the value of Choquet integral, we need to consider the appropriate measure first. M. Sugeno rediscovered the concepts of fuzzy integral and extended the additive condition to monotone condition and then proposed the concept of fuzzy measure in 1974 [3] , the formal definition of fuzzy measure is introduced as follows. 
A. Definition of Fuzzy
Theorem 1. [3] A λ-measure on a finite set X is a fuzzy measure on X with exact one solution of the value of λ satisfying 
E. Classification of fuzzy measures
then measure μ is called a sub-additive measure.
(ii) If
then measure μ is called an additive measure.
then measure μ is called a super-additive measure.
Theorem 2. [3, 5] for any given fuzzy density function (i) if 1 0 λ − ≤ < , then λ-measure is a sub-additive measure.
(ii) if 
III. COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO MEASURES
The author, H.-C. Liu [6] , proposed the largest fuzzy measure, B-measure, and proved that P-measure is the smallest fuzzy measure, they are introduced as following 
μ -measure is less than 2 μ -measure, or 2 μ -measure is larger than 1 μ -measure, denoted as 1 2 measure measure 
A. Definition of multivalent fuzzy measures
Definition 9.
[6] Multivalent fuzzy measures (i) A fuzzy measure is called a univalent fuzzy measure, if it has only one fuzzy measure solution.
(ii) A fuzzy measure is called a multivalent fuzzy measure, if its fuzzy measure solutions are more than one.
B. L-measure
Definition 10. [6] For any given fuzzy density function,
Theorem 4. [6] [7] (i) L-measure is increasing and continuous function of
(ii) L-measure is a multivalent fuzzy measure with infinite many solutions for
(iii) if L = 0 then L-measure is just the P-measure. Note that L-measure does not contain λ-measure and additive measure.
C. Extensional L-measure
For containing λ-measure and additive measure, a improved multivalent fuzzy measure, called extensional L-measure was proposed by our previous work in 2009 [9] . Definition 11. [9] For any given fuzzy density function,
( (ii) EL-measure is a multivalent fuzzy measure with infinite many solutions for
(v) if 0 L = then EL-measure is just the λ-measure and additive measure.
(iv) if 0 L < < ∞ then EL-measure is a super-additive measure.
Note that L-measure and EL-measure do not attain to B-measure.
D. Completed L-measure
For attaining to B-measure, a improved multivalent fuzzy measure, called completed L-measure, was proposed by the author H.-C. Liu in 2009 [10] .
Definition 12. [10] A multivalent fuzzy measure μ is called a completed measure, if its lower limit fuzzy measure is just the P-measure, and its upper limit fuzzy measure is just the B-measure. (ii) CL-measure is a multivalent fuzzy measure with infinite many solutions for
(iv) if L → ∞ then CL-measure is just the B-measure, in other words, CL-measure can attain to B-measure.
Note that CL-measure also does not contain λ-measure and additive measure.
E. Extensional completed L-measure
For attaining to B-measure and containing λ-measure and additive measure, a improved multivalent fuzzy measure, called extensional completed L-measure, was proposed by the author H.-C. Liu in 2009 [11] . Definition 14. [11] For any given fuzzy density function, ( ) (ii) ECL-measure is a multivalent fuzzy measure with infinite many solutions for
(v) If 0 L = then ECL-measure is just the λ-measure and additive measure.
(vi) If 0 L < < ∞ then ECL-measure is a super-additive measure.
(vii) If L → ∞ then ECL-measure is just B-measure.
V. CHOQUET INTEGRAL REGRESSION MODEL

A. Choquet Integral Definition 15. [2-6] Choquet Integral
Let μ be a fuzzy measure on a finite set X. The Choquet integral of : Let μ be a fuzzy measure, , 
VI. TOW FUZZY DENSITY FUNTIONS OF CHOQUET INTEGRAL REGRESSION MODEL
In this paper, a new fuzzy density function, called Ndensity, is proposed. This new fuzzy density function and the old fuzzy density function, R-density, are introduced as bellows;
A. R-density
Definition 17. Let μ be a fuzzy measure on a finite set { } 
VII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Experimental education data were drawn from "Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study, TIMSS2003" http://w1.dorise.info/DER/01_timss_2003_html/index.ht ml
The total scores of 150 students drawn from 5302 eight-grade students (grade 2 junior middle school students) in Taiwan are used for this research. The respondent scores of seven items from the TIMSS2003_ index of students valuing science are used as independent variables, their mean plausible value of five kinds of science achievement scores is used as a dependent variable.
The seven items of TIMSS2003_index of students valuing science are listed as TABLE I.
The data of all variables are listed in TABLE III is applied to evaluate the performances of six Choquet integral regression models with P-measure, λ-measure, Lmeasure, extensional L-measure, completed L-measure, and extensional completed L-measure, based on Rdensity and N-density, respectively, a ridge regression model, and a multiple linear regression model by using 5-fold cross-validation method to compute the root mean square error (RMSE) of the dependent variable. The formula of RMSE is For any fuzzy measure μ , once the fuzzy density function is given, all event measures of μ can be found, and then, the Choquet integral based on μ and the Choquet integral regression equation based on μ can also be found by using above corresponding formula.
The experimental results of eight forecasting models are listed in TABLE II, we can find that the Choquet integral regression model with respect to each of six fuzzy measures, P-measure, λ-measure, L-measure, extensional L-measure, completed L-measure, and extensional competed L-measure, based on N-density respectively, is better than the Choquet integral regression model with respect to each of corresponding fuzzy measure based on R-density, respectively, and the Choquet integral regression model with respect to extensional competed L-measure based on N-density has the best performance among eight forecasting regression models.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new fuzzy density function, N-density, is proposed. An education data set about Students Valuing Science from TIMSS2003 with 5-fold crossvalidation RMSE is conducted, for comparing the performances of the Choquet integral regression model with respect to two univalent fuzzy measures, P-measure and λ-measure, and four multivalent fuzzy measures, Lmeasure, extensional L-measure, completed L-measure and extensional completed L-measure based on our new fuzzy density function, N-density and the old fuzzy density function, R-density, respectively, and two traditional regression model, multiple regression model and ridge regression model, the results show that the Choquet integral regression model with respect to each given fuzzy measure based on the new fuzzy density function is better than which based on the old fuzzy density function, and among all of the regression models, Choquet integral with respect to extensional completed Lmeasure based on N-density has the best performance. ACKNOWLEDGMENT This paper is partially supported by the grant of National Science Council of Taiwan Government (NSC 99-2511-S-468-001). Ach: science achievement score of eight-grade students s1: I would like to take more science in school. s2: I enjoy learning science. s3: I think learning science will help me in my daily life. s4: I need science to learn other school subjects. s5: I need to do well in science to get into the university of my choice. s6: I would like a job that involved using science. s7: I need to do well in science to get the job I want.
